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I have had a copy of this book since early in my sobriety and it has helped me follow the path that

Bill W. and Dr. Bob took when they started the fellowship of AA. It is indispensable when trying to

put together spiritual and religious concepts. As it states on pp. 166-167: "Such were the final

concessions to those of little or no faith; this was the great contribution of our atheists and

agnostics. They had widened our gateway so that all who suffer might pass through, regardless of

their belief or lack of belief." "God was now expressed in terms that anybody - anbody at all - could

accept and try." So if you or someone you know wants to know the "why" of it, direct them to this

book! In case you were wondering my sobriety date is 1/25/1977 and AA literature has been an

absolute necessity in my recovery.

As I've gotten more days of sobriety under my belt I started to get curious about the history of AA. I

figured that a program that has been around as long as AA needed some investigation.I discovered,

after reading "Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age", that AA had some tough times getting

started.It's all in the book: How AA spread from state to state; the money problems; the wives; the

early meetings. Incredible, interesting stories!After reading this book I had a better understanding

and appreciation for how the program works. It's really miraculous. And it is illuminating to see that



Bill and Bob tried just about everything to get the program going -- so when I question their

suggestions or get in the mood to "rewrite" a tradition or two I have to remember that many of my

ideas are not original -- it's most likely been tried before!The "spirit" of helping others was made

clearer to me. In these modern times when so many people come into the rooms from rehab or the

courts, it is easy to forget what a wet drunk is and how to work with him/her. The book makes it

clear that the early fellowship SOUGHT OUT drunks!! How many of us actually do that today? This

is incredible ... especially when reading about the first fellowships in other cities. These guys did

some MAJOR 12-stepping.So if your program is stale or you are feeling curious, read this book for

an injection of gratitude and appreciation. It worked for me!

If you want to know some of the history A.A., this is the book. Find out about 'Rule 62' and the

controversy surrounding the steps, traditions and affliations - even the story of how the booze

industry almost co-opted AA! The early days are all here - well, almost all.

I am from Eden Prairie, MN. and this is a thoroughly enjoyable piece of homework that a sponser

can give a sponsee. In our AA Fri. nite meeting (it's been around for 25 years), we consider it a

don't miss title.

To those now in its fold, Alcoholics Anonymous has made the difference between misery and

sobriety, and often the difference between life and death. A.A. can, of course, mean just as much to

uncounted alcoholics not yet reached.

thank you for sending this book a necessary text both for me and a friend to work our programs.

Glad for a resource that is affordable and gives a book in a usable condition to faciloitate what we

need to do.

You should buy Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age: A Brief History of A.A. If you have a passion

for or interest in the history of Alcoholics Anonymous. It's highly important for any recovering

alcoholic to be familiar with the history of Alcoholics Anonymous. If Alcoholics Anonymous has

saved your life or saved the life of someone that you know this book will be a treasure for you. This

is an approved book of the Alcoholics Anonymous World Services. I purchased my used copy of

Alcoholics Anonymous Comes of Age dirt cheap. The book came to my house in good condition just

three days after I purchased it.



For anyone with interest in AA this is a must read. Insight into recovery through the struggles of the

institutions history.
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